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1. Introduction.

Let xt{t), Xt(0)=0,

0¿¿<

» (k = l, ■ • ■, n) be elements

of n independent Wiener spaces. Let x(t) be an element of the product space of
the n independent Wiener spaces. Throughout the paper we shall assume V(t, x)
to be a Borel measurable function
of t and the n-dimensional
vector
x=(xi, • • • , xn) that is bounded in every finite Euclidean sphere of the (t, x)
space, 0=í¿< oo. These assumptions
will not be restated in the rest of the
paper. We shall often assume that V(t, x) satisfies additional regularity conditions specified later on in the paper.

Let

(1.1)

y(t) = f

V(r,x(r))dr.

J o

We wish to relate the study

of the Markov

(1.2)

process

(x(t),y(t))

to the study of certain differential and integral equations. Such a study is of
interest for the following reasons. We obtain information
about Markov
processes of type (1.2). For certain choices of the function V(t, x), the study
yields interesting
information
about the problem of the absorbing barrier in
diffusion theory. Moreover, if we look at the problem from a different point
of view, we obtain a general method of getting limit theorems of a certain
type

[2] (2).

Consider

the distribution

(1.3)

function
a(a;t)

= Pr {y(t) ^ a}.

Let 5m=(G2), • • • , G£), where G?\ G?\ ■ ■ ■ (k = l, ■ ■ ■, n) are
pendent, normally distributed
The distribution
function of

random

variables

1m k/mát
z r(l,
äü_+ä
\m
m112

inde-

with mean 0 and variance

1.

)

is the same as that of
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(1.4)

-

Z

v(-,

m k/mst

xi-))

\m

\ m/ /

by definition of Wiener measure. The distribution
function of (1.4) approaches
the distribution
function a(a; t) at every continuity
point of the latter as
?w—>co,given that V(t, x) is a limit of continuous
functions.
In many instances, it is possible to show that a(a; t) is not only the limit-

ing distribution

of (1.4) but also that of

m k/mát

\m

m1'2

/

where Xf\ X2\ ■ ■ ■ (k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n) are general, independent,
identically
distributed
random
variables
with mean
0 and variance
1 and Xm
= (X„, • • • , X^)In the last section we shall consider the case of a
function V(t, x) = V(x) for which such an invariance is easily proved.
Let V(t, x) be bounded below by the constant M in (t, x)-space. Then

(1.6)

.

.

Q(t, x) = /ijexp (-uy(t))

. exp (—x2/2t)

| x(t) = x}

,

>

™= 0,

exists since
.

,

,

,

, exp (-x2/2t)

Q(t, x) < E exp (u \M \t)\ x(t) = x\ ——-—(1.7)

i

,

exp(-:r2/2/)

1

'

(2tt/)"'2

V

< exp (u \ M \ t) -•

Set

(1.8)

C(l t;x, t) =

exp (-\x

-

(2w(t -

\\2/2(t

-

t))

t))"I2

If V(t, x) is bounded in (t, x)-space, Q(t, x) satisfies the following integral equation

(1.9) Q(t, x) + u\
Jo

C(l t; x, t)V(r, l)Q(r, \)d\dr = C(0, 0; *, /)
J -co

where the integration
from — a> to » denotes integration
over all of x space
and 0 denotes the origin of the x-space. M. Kac proved this result in the 1dimensional
case and the proof for the «-dimensional
case follows in a completely analogous manner [l].
Definition
1. The function g(t, x) is said to satisfy a Holder condition at
(t', x') if there are numbers K, a>0 such that
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I g{t, x) - g(t', x') | ^ K{ I t - t' |« + | x - x! |«}

in a neighborhood of (/', x').
Definition
2. The function g{t, x) is said to satisfy a uniform
condition at {t', x') if there are numbers K,a, ô>0 such that

Holder

| g{t + At, x + Äx) - g{t, x) | ^ K{ I At\a + | Äx \<*}
when
| At | + | Ax | < 5
for all points {t, x) in a neighborhood of {t', x').
The boundedness
of V{t, x) in (/, x)-space is assumed throughout
§2.
The boundedness of V(t, x) and a set of basic estimates imply that Q(t, x)
satisfies a uniform Holder condition at all (/, x) 9a (0, 0). Q(t, x) is then shown
to satisfy the differential equation

1
dQ
— AQ---uV(t,x)Q

(1.11)

2

dt

= 0

at every point (t, x)^(0,
0) at which V(t, x) satisfies a Holder condition.
AQ denotes the Laplacian of Q in x-space. Continuity
properties
of the
derivatives
of Q are then examined.
Stronger conditions are assumed in §3 to insure the applicability
of
Green's theorem in obtaining further results. We assume Vif, x) satisfies a
uniform Holder condition everywhere except in a regular set S. The definition of a regular set is given in §3. We require that V(t, x) be bounded below
in (t, x) space. Q(t, x) is then a solution of equation (1.11) at all points (/, x)
not in the set 51 and satisfies

lim f
lim

Q(t, x)dx=
Q(t,

1

for all e > 0

and a few other auxiliary conditions. Q(t, x) is the unique solution of equation
(1.11), satisfying these conditions if V(t, x) ^0. Additional remarks are made
indicating that an analogous theorem holds for

(1.12)

i

> exp (-x2/2/)

F(t, x) = £{exp iiuyit)) \ x{t) = x} —^7—7-77— ■
{2irt)nli

The transform

(1.13)

q{x, s) = \

e-'tQit, x)dt,

s ^ 0,

is considered in §4 when V{t, x) = V{x) ^ 0. We again assume that V{x) satisfies a uniform Holder condition everywhere except in a regular set S. q{x, s)
then is the unique solution of
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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(1.14)

2"1 Aq-

123

(s + uV(x))q = 0

at all points x^Ö not in S, satisfying

dq
— ds — — 2
J |s|_« dn

lim
i-K)

for all e > 0

and a few other auxiliary conditions, dq/dn is the derivative of q normal to
the sphere | x\ =e. M. Kac proved this theorem in the 1-dimensional case [2].

Let
(1.15)

<r(x, a, t) = Pr {y(t) á a\ x(t) = *}.

The integral equation

satisfied by a(x, a, t) when V(t, x) is bounded

is derived

in §5.
Note that
f* »

(1.16)

/»CO

I

e-uadao-(a;t) = J

Jo

Q(t, x)dx

J -00

when V(t, x) ^0. Moreover, if V(t, x) = F(x) ^0,
s*

(1.17)

J

CO

s» 00

I

r»

00

e-"a-sldaa(a; t)dt = I

J 0 J 0

q(x, s)dx.

J -co

2. The parabolic differential

equation.

Lemma 1. Let \ V(t, x)\ ¿M. Then

(2.1)

lim f

/or a// e>0.

(2.2)

Q(t, x)dx = 1

Moreover, Q(t, x) satisfies the uniform Holder condition

| Q(t + At, x + Ä*) - C(¿,x) | g If (¿, x) { | Äx| + | At\ | lg At\ }

at all (t, x)^(0, Ü).
Equation (1.9) is basic for the required estimates. The function C(0, 0;
x, /) is infinitely differentiate
in t and the components
of x at all points
(/, x)^(0, 0). Moreover limt.o f\n¿eC(0, 0; x, t)dx = l for all e>0. Hence we
need only consider

(2.3)

G(t,x) = f
Jo

f C&t; X,t)V(r,\)Q(t,\)dldr.

J -a,

Inequality (1.7) implies that

f

G(t,x)dx ^ Me'Wt f

C(0,0; x, ¿)¿x
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so that equation (2.1) is easily verified.
The derivatives

dG{t, x)

(2.4)

—±--

rl

=

öXk

C° dC{l, r; St,t)

—ZL-

Jo

J -.o

V(r, k)Q(r,ï)dïdr

oXk

(k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n) exist and are continuous everywhere. Hence, the derivatives
dQ(t, x)/dxk (k = l, • ■ ■ , n) exist and are continuous
at all {t, x)=^(0, Ö).
This in turn implies that Q{t, x) satisfies the uniform Holder condition

(2.5)

| Q{t, x + Äx) - Q{t, x) | =; M{t, x) \ Äx \

at all {t, x)=i(0,

inequality

0). We derive the Holder condition

in t again making

use of

(1.7).

G(t + At, x) - G(t, x)
t+At

/i

n oo

t+a.i

/•

p co

j
Í

C(|, r;x,t

+ At)V(r, \)Q(r, l)d\dr

/% 00

+ I

I {C(l,r; x, t + At)- C(l, t; x, t) JV(r,\)Q(r,l)d\dT

Jo

J -so

= h + h,

At > 0.

Now

| h\ è C(Ö,0; x, / + At)Me"MtAl,
/I

I

I +I I +I
/»CO

s»Aí/»00

Í—AtJ—ai

Jo

y» /—Ai

J -oo

^Ai

y» 00

•'—oo

(c&**.«+A')
- C& r; x, *))F(t, |)Q(r, $¿£6-

= /, + h + h.
Clearly

\l3 + Ii\ ^ 2{C(0, 0; x, i + A<)+ C(0, 0; x, <)}jfe"*'Ai
while
t-At

/. oo

761 =SAtMe"Mt
* AÍ
Ai

f*-"4'

Ja,

dt

J -

/■«-<"

+ AtMe»*1'

\dC(l,T;x,t

/•»

«

a -

-C(í,
r00 1

+ BAt)
C(0, 0;|, t)¿|¿t

t -4- A/)"'2

I X - f|2(/

—-—

J-oo 2

(t-

r ; x, / + At)C(0, 0 ; £, r) á|aV
-

r + At)"'2

r)<»+^2

•C(Ö,0; I r)d\dr = h + Ii,
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Now

/,

r'~At

¿ AlMe"MlC(0, 0;x,t

(t + At - t)"12

+ At) I-dr

Ja,

(*-t)<»+«'s

^ M(i, x)A/| lg At\,

h\ S

4AtMe"Ml
»+4)/i

r"2

C°

f

f

J M

|x-||2C(0,

0;|, r)d\dr

J —«i

AtMeuMl r'~Al
H-dr
(irtyi2
Jt/2

if, + A/ -

r)(»+2>'2

f"

û2e-"2'2du

(¿_T)U+4)/2

J _

^ M(i, x)A<| lg At |.
Therefore

(2.6)
Inequalities

| G(t + At, x) - Git. x) I =£If (/, x)A<| lg At I.
(2.5), (2.6) imply that Q(t, x) satisfies the uniform

Holder condi-

tion (2.2) at all (t, ¿5)^(0, 0). Lemma 1 is thereby proved.
Lemma 2. Let V(t, x) be a bounded function

satisfying

a Holder condition

at (t, x)?¿(0, 0). Then the function

H{t,x)= f
J 0

satisfies the differential

f

V(r, \)C(l r; x, t)d\dr,

equation

1

— AH-\2
at (t, x). The derivatives

d2H

r<

dXic

Jo
J 0

a > 0,

J |i-i|go

d2H/dxl

r
J |«-í|áa
\x-í\úa

dH
dt

V(t, x) = 0

(k = l, ■ ■ ■ , n) are given by

d2C(l, t; x, t)

iVir, |) - V(t, x))dHr.

OXk

This lemma is proved on p. 229 of Levi [4] when x is 1-dimensional. The
proof in the w-dimensional case completely parallels the proof of Levi.
Lemma 3. Let V(t, x) be a bounded function satisfying a Holder condition
at a point (t, x)¿¿(0, 0). Q(t, x) then satisfies the differential equation (1.11) at
(t, x).
V(t, x)Q(t, x) satisfies a Holder condition at (t, x) by Lemma
tion C(0, 0; x, t) satisfies the differential equation

1
dC
— AC-=
2
dt

0.
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(1.9) and Lemma 2 then imply that Q(t, x) satisfies equation

(1.11)

at (/, x).

Lemma 4. Let V(t, x) be a bounded function satisfying a uniform Holder
condition at a point (t, x)=^(0, 0). The derivatives d2Q/dx\ (k = \, • • ■ , n),
dQ/dt exist in a neighborhood of (t, x) and are continuous at (t, x).

The derivatives d2Q/dx\ (k = l, ■ ■ ■, n), dQ/dt exist in a neighborhood of
(t, x) by Lemma 3. Now

dQ
1
_-TAG-»FQ
so that we need only verify the continuity

d2G{t, x)

d2G{t + At, x + Äx)

dxk

dXk

\JJ\í-í\+\t-r\<S

of d2Q/dx\ {k = 1, • • • , n) at (/, x).

J J |í-£l+|¡—r|eóV

OXk

d2C{l, t; x + Ax, I + At)

- Vit, x)Qit, x))-i--5—!-\v{r,

OQir, Ö

oxk

- V{t + At, x + Ax)Q{t + At, x + Ax))d\dT

= h + hI9 vanishes as |Aí|, | Ax| —>0.The uniform Holder condition allows us to obtain the same estimate for each of the two terms of 1%. We find that

h|á 2f f

-{'T;X'

J J |i_{| + |(_r|<25

g 2K f

{V{r,\)Q{r,|) - V{t,x)Q{t,x))d\dr

OXk

f e-"\l + ul) { | t - t I«-1+ \uk\"\t - t \"i2^)düdr

J l<-r|<
|í-tI<28 J -oo
<

Mb"'2

The continuity

is verified

on letting

5—»0.

3. Unbounded V{t, x).
Definition
3. We shall say that the set S is regular if the following conditions are satisfied for every pair {T, y), T^O, and all b>b{T, y)>0:
(1) For every e>0 there is a set R{e), the sum of a finite number of nonoverlapping closed parallelepipeds each of diameter less than e with sides parallel to
the coordinate axes, in [O^t^T,
\x —y\ ^b) and covering

{0 ^ t ^ T, \ x - y\ ^ b} r\S.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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(2) The volume of R(e) is less than e.
(3) The distance between the complement of R(e) in {O^t^T,

\x —y\ ^b}

and S is positive.
(4) The total surface area of the parallelepipeds

of R(e) is bounded for all e.

Theorem 1. Let V(t, x) be a function bounded below and satisfying a uniform Holder condition everywhere except in a regular set S. Then Q(t, x) is a solution of equation (1.11) at all points (t, x) 5^(0, 0) not in S and satisfies the following conditions:

(1) Q(t, x)->0as

|x|->°o.

(2) lim¡,o f\s\¿<Q(t, x)dx = l for all €>0.
(3) dQ/dxk (k = i, • • • , n) are continuous at all (t, x)^(0,

Ö). d2Q/dx\

(k = 1, • • • , n), dQ/dt are continuous at all (t, x) 9¿ (0, Ö) not in S.
If V(t, x)^0, Q(t, x) is the unique solution of equation (1.11), satisfying
conditions (l)-(3).

Let
VN(t, *)-■{„,

tV(t, x) if | V(t, S)\£N,
\N otherwise

and
(
QN(t, x) = Ejexp
Lemma

3 implies that

(
l-uj

C'

exp (-x2/2t)
\\
)exp(-x2/2
VN(r, x(r))drh x(t) = xj-

Qn(1, x) satisfies

1

öQn

— AQN- ■-uVN(t,
2
dt

x)QN = 0

at all points (/, x) 9e (0, Ü) not in S. Inequality (1.7) and Lemmas
that Qn(î, x) satisfies conditions (1) to (3). Let
n l-r

(3.1)

/(|, r; x, t) = C(l r; x, t) -

Jo

1 and 4 imply

e-b2l1(t-T-z)

—--—-

(2ir(t — r — z))nli

*„( | x - ||, z)dz

where
(3.2)

vn(r, i) = X 2 exp (-a"
j-i

í/2o2)/(n_2)/2(a;" r/b)ll{n-i)ii(a¡

)

(see §6). The numbers a\n) (j=l,
• ■ •) are the positive zeros of the Bessel
function J(n-2)/2(x). /(£, t; x, t) is the fundamental
solution of

1
-Af(-,-;x,t)--=0,
2

df
dt

1
df
- AM, t; .,.) + _-= 0
2
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with boundary value zero at the spheres of radius b about f, x respectively.
Let b>0 be such that we can find sets R{e) satisfying conditions (1) to (4)
of definition 3 covering

(o á t í i, | *-||

g b}rss.

Let

R{(, 5) = R{é)Pi {* á rá *- «, I *- || á i},

<$> 0.

Call the surfaces consisting of the upper and lower faces respectively
of the
parallelepipeds
of R{e, ô) perpendicular
to the / axis, U{e) and L{e). Call the
surface consisting of the faces of the parallelepipeds
of R{e, 5) parallel to the /

axis -P(e). Let

1
dW
B{W) = — AW-uVtfW,
2
or
i
dW
C{W) = — AW -\2

We apply

Green's

theorem

ÔT

making

use of the

continuity

of d2Qx/dx\

{k = l, ■ • • , n), dQ/dt away from the set 5 and obtain

0= \\ JfS Jf\t-i\áb - J(fJ R(e,S)J1(/&t; *■
^bíQnít,
m
-QN{r,\)C{f(lr;
= —— |
2 J s

-, -)))dldr
-■-Qxdsdr
dn

J |í-f|-6

- If f

~if W^e*^

l •/ 8

*Mí-{|á&

if

/a/(l,T; -, ■)

2 J P(<)V

dn

J J It(i,l)J

_ ögM^D \
dn

/

- \ f - f !/^'t; ••-^Nds
+ f

(/(I,s; *. 0öff(Ä,I) - /(!. <- 5; x, oö*(<- s, l))dl

J |S—f| £6
Let e—»0. Condition (2) of Definition 3 and the boundedness
of/FjvQat over
the i?(e, S) imply that the volume integral over R{e, 5) vanishes in the limit.
The bounded surface area of P{e), U{e), and L{e), the symmetry of the parallelepipeds, and the continuity of df/dn, dQiq/dn, Qn, f imply that the surface
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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over P(e),

U(e), L(e) vanish

QN(t,x) + u f
Jo

f

J \x-}\Sa

= /(0f 0; x, 0 - -

129

in the limit. We then let 5—»0 and ob-

f(l r; x, t)QN(r,l)VN(r,\)dld

1 C' C

df(l,T;x,t)

-^—-

2 J o J \x-(|=o

Qn(t, Qdsdr.

™

Now

lim QN(t, x) = Q(t, x)
ÍV-.»

which is finite since V(t, x) is bounded
tion (3.3) as N—» oo, we have

(3.4)

Q(t,x)A-Uf f
Ja

J ]*-(]-a
\i-i\ea

= /(0, 0; *, t) - -

below. On taking

the limit of equa-

Q(r,\)f(l r; x,t)V(r,l)dtdr

i r' r

dfil •;•>■)

^—-

2 J o J |í-f|=a

Q(r, Odsdr.

on

This integral equation plays the same role that equation (1.9) did in §2. The
surface integral of equation (3.4) is infinitely differentiable in t and the components of x. It satisfies

1
dC
— AC-=0.
2
dt
The counterparts
of Lemmas 1 to 4 with/(|,
r; x, t) in place of C(|, t; x, /)
are proved in exactly the same manner as before. Hence Q(t, x) satisfies equation (1.11) and conditions (1) to (3) of the theorem.
A uniqueness argument for Q(t, x) as a solution of equation (1.11) can be
carried out if V(t, x) is non-negative.
We shall give an example of such a
uniqueness argument in the proof of Theorem 2.

Theorem
2. Let V(t, x) satisfy a uniform Holder condition at all points
(t, x) not in a regular set S. Then F(t, x) is the unique solution of equation

(3.5)

1
dF
— AF-12
dt

iuV(t, x)F = 0

at all points (t, x) 5¿ (0, 0) not in S with F(t, x) satisfying
tions :
(1) F(t, x)->0 as |x|-»°o.

the following condi-

(2) lim(_0 f\néeF(t, x)dic = l for all e>0.
(3) dF/dxk (k = l, ■ • ■ , n) are continuous at all (t, ¿5)^(0, 0). d2F/dx\
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
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{k = í, ■ ■ ■ , n), dF/dt

are continuous

at all {t, x)?¿(0,

0) not in S.

The proof that F{t, x) is a solution of (3.5) and satisfies conditions (1) to
(3) parallels the proof of Theorem 1. One need not bound V{t, x) below since

F{t, x) | g
The analogue

of equation

F{t, x) - iu f
(3.6)

{2irt) nil

(3.4) is

f

Jo

exp i-x2/2t)

fil t; x, t)F{r,\)V{r,l)dldr

J \x-i\ua

l r'

r

= /(0,0;x,0- yj" J
0

"

F{r, Ml

r; x, t)dsdr.

\x— £|=a

We now prove that F(t, x) is the unique solution of equation (3.5) satisfying conditions (1) to (3). Let F=Fi —F2 be the difference of two such solutions. Let F be the complex conjugate of F. Clearly

Î «

df

2

at

— AF-iuV(t,

x)F = 0.

Let

1
dW
D(W) = — AW - ■-h
2
dt
We apply Green's theorem

f' f

Jo

J |i-{|S5

=-f

as in the proof of Theorem

f

Jo

=t ff
2 «/ 0
¿M

'.'''

dsdr-• 1Fit, x)\2dsdr

dn

(

J ií-tiá
|í-£|Sí>

V{r, I) | F{r, l) ]2/(|, r; x, t)d\dr
¿>F(r, |)

/(&*;*.0¿
3{*

•/ li_{|Ê6

f
1

d|dr

<;=1

f

Since | F(¿, x)| =^Af, on letting

-|F(f,

1Hr, D l2

2 J 1oo *>
J |i-£i=o
14

+

1 and obtain

{fil r; x, t)D(| F(r, l)\2)-\ F{r,l) |2C(/(|,r; x, t)))dUr

+ iuf
(3.7)

iuV{t, x)W.

F(t,|)|F(t, |)|'/(f, r;x, 0<Üár.
b—>=c in equation
I* '

/* °°

x)|2 = —

(3.7), we obtain
n

C(|, t;x, OX

2 J o J -oo
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This cannot be so unless F(t, x) = Fi — F2 = 0. The uniqueness
plete. The theorem is thereby proved.

proof is com-

Consider
Q(r, I; /, x) = /¿{exp

(-u(y(t)

-

y(r)))

\ x(t) = x, x(t)

exp (-

= |}

| x - \\2/2(t
(2ir(t

-

-

r))»/2

t))
'

O^r^t,
O^S V(t, x). We again assume V(t, x) satisfies a uniform Holder condition at all points (t, x) not in a regular set 5. Q(t, £; t, x) exists and satisfies
equation (1.11). Moreover Q(t, f; t, x) satisfies the following conditions:

(1) Q(t, I; t, x)-^0 as |x|->°o.
(2) limí<T+f\i-i\¿,Q(r, |; /, x)dx—l for all e>0.
Q(t, I; I, x) satisfies the adjoint differential equation and the corresponding
conditions in the backward variables r, \. The proof is essentially the proof
of Theorem 1. Note that Q(t, |; I, x) satisfies the Chapman-Kolmogorov
equation.
It does not, however, have the norming of a probability
density.

4. The elliptic differential equation. Let
f(s, r) = -|/C(n_2)/2((2î)1'V)
((2í)1/2r)(n_2)/2
I
((2s)1'V)(
(4'1}

I(n-i)/2((2syi2r)K(n-2)/2((2syi2b))

7(n_2)/2((25)1'2ô)

(see §6). fa(s, \x\) is the fundamental

J

solution of

1
— AxP- sif<= 0
2
with boundary

value zero at |x| =b. Note that

— ds =
1*1_e dn
¡X

Lemma 5. Let V(x) be a bounded function
the point x?¿0. Then the function

H(x)= f
satisfies the differential

satisfying

ViSMs, I x - f I )d£
|*-{|ás

equation

1

a Holder condition at

AH - sH + V(x) = 0

at x.
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The proof parallels

an argument
h(x) =

[July

of Kellogg on p. 153 [3] proving

r

v®

I

-¡-—rd\,

J \i-i\ua

that

x = (xi, x2, x3),

| X—£|

satisfies

1
— Ah A- V(x) = 0
at X5^0 if F(x) satisfies a Holder condition

at x.

Theorem 3. Let V(x) ^ 0 satisfy a uniform Holder condition at all x not in
a regular set S. Then q(x, s) is the unique solution of equation (1.14), satisfying
the following conditions :
(1) q(x, s)—->0as \x\ —><*>.

(2) lime_o f\'x\&t (dq/dn)ds= —2.
(3) dq/dxk (k=l, ■ ■ ■ , n) are
(k = i, • • • , n) are continuous
We obtain

(4.3)

the integral

q(s, x)+u

f

Jli~([<=b

continuous

at

all

x^Ö.

d2q/dx\

at all x^O not in S.

equation

fas, \x-i\

)VH)qis,l)d\
Ir.

= 'Pis, |*|)-—

.

o(s, £)-

2 J ii-f
IÍ-Í i=b
1-6

..

dfas, | x - £ | )
dn

- ds

by Laplace
transforming
equation
(3.4) with respect
to t. dq/dxk
(k=l,
■ ■ ■ , n) exist and are continuous at all X^O as can be seen by differentiating equation (4.3). Hence q(s, x) V(x) satisfies a Holder condition at
X5¿0 when F(x) does. Lemma 5 implies that q(s, x) satisfies equation (1.14)

at all x¿¿0 not in S. Equations

lim
lim

(4.2) and (4.3) imply that

f

«-•0 J |x|=e

dq
— ds =
dn

Now
0 è q(s, x) s-

/i(n-2)/2((2s)i/V)
((25)1'V)(''-2"2

since V(x) =g0. Hence

q(s, £) —>0

as

| x | —»•°°.

The proof of the continuity of d2q/dx\ (k = l, • • • , n) proceeds as in Lemma
4. The uniqueness argument
for q(s, x) satisfying conditions
(1) to (3) is
analogous to the uniqueness argument for F(t, x) carried out in §3.
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5. The integral equation.
Theorem 4. Let V{t, x) be bounded. Then <r(x, a, t) satisfies the following
integral equation

C(0, 0; x,t) I
(5.1)

f

{J{a) - a{x, a, t))da
\

= f f C{lr;x,t)C{0,0;lr)V{r,l)lo-{ly
+ \,r)
Jo

J -oo

- <r{l y, r) }d\dr
where
1 + sgn x

J{X) = —y—

•

It is clear that
/oo

eiaudao-{x,

a, t).

-00

Since V{t, x) is bounded,

(5.2)

on letting a—>°o in equation

F{t, x) - C(0, 0; x, t) - iu \
«/ o

The boundedness

I

(3.6) we obtain

C(|, r\ x, t)F{r, |)F(r, \)d\dr = 0.

J —oo

of V(t, x) implies that
adao~(x, a, t)

XOO
-00

exists. The modified form of the P. Levy inversion formula [5] used requires
the existence of the first moment. Multiply equation (5.1) by (l—e~~iKu/(iu)2)
■(l/2ir)e~iuv and integrate with respect to y from — T to T. The interchange
of order of integration
goes through readily. In the limit as T—-»°° we obtain
equation (5.1).
Interest in the integral equation (5.1) arises for several reasons. The equation holds without any strong regularity conditions on V(t, x). Moreover, the
density

Pr {y(t) = y, x(t) = x} = -f {x, y, t)
dy

need not exist even when very strong regularity conditions are imposed on
V{t, x) so that it makes no sense to speak of the density satisfying the differential equation
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dP
-=
dt

[July

1
dP
— AP - V(t,x)-.
2
dy

In particular this is so when V(t, x) = l.
6. An example. We illustrate the theory

in n dimensions

by considering

the function
F(x)

(1,

\ x\^

[O,

I x I < b.

b,

The invariance
proof for the distributions
of the Wiener
functionals
flV(x(j))dr
considered
closely
parallels
that
given in [2] for V(x)
= (l+sgn
x)/2. The computations
for the case n = l have been carried out
in [2] and elsewhere. We solve the equation

Aq - 2(i + uV(r))q = 0,

V(r)

-il

where r= \ x\. The solution of the differential
the Bessel functions Z(„_2)/2, Zi(„_2)/2 by

equation

r < b,

r^b,
is given in terms

1
rr2syi2ryn-i)ii

( aK^im((2syi2r)

of

+ ßl^2)/2((2sy>2r)),

r < b,

+ «))»/V),

r^b,

Qis, r)
y

((2(s + ^yv)«"-2»2

Kin_2)/2((2(s

where a, ß, y do not depend on r. We evaluate a, ß, y by making use of the
auxiliary conditions. The continuity of q and dq/dr at b implies that
aK^2)l2((2Syi2b)

+ ßi(n_2)/2((2sy2b)
/

s

\(n-2)/4

= 7Í-—-)

K(n 2)!2((2(s A-u)Y'2b),

\s + u/
(n-4)/4

aKnf2((2sY'2b) + ßln/iii2s)ll2b)
We solve the equations

= -y(-J-)

\s + ul

Kn/i((2(s + u)Y>2b).

above and find that
(n-2)/4

-

Kln-2»2((2sy>2b)

-(-ir)
\s + uj

«(»-*,/»((2(i + u)Y<2b)
(»-4)/4

■Kn,2((2sy2b)

ß =

(—)
\S +

Kn/2((2(s + u)Y'2b)
M/

D

and
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7 "

{2s)l'2bD

where
fn-2)l2((2syi2b)

- (^—)
"
\s + «/

D=
inl2((2Syi2b)

(-^—)

\s + u/

V(n_2)/2((2(5 + u)y>2b)

"

^n/2((2(5

+ u)y2b)

The condition

lim f

— ds = - 2

e->o J \x\—c dn

implies that a = \. On letting u—»», q{s, r) tends to limit 1^(5, r) given by
(4.1) for r<b. q{s, r) tends to zero for r^b. The limiting expression is the
Laplace transform of the probability
density of diffusion from Ö to a point
x, r units away from 0, when there is an absorbing barrier at the sphere of
radius b about 0. We invert
7(„_2)/2((25)1/V)//(„_2)/2((25)1'2è)

and obtain vn(r, t) given by (3.6). Hence the probability
fusion is/(5, 0; x, ¿) for | x| ^b and zero for |x| ât&.

density

of the dif-
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